A ROMAN REPUBLICAN
OPENWORK BELT PLATE FROM
A SANCTUARY GURZUFSKOE
SEDLO: THE PARALLELS TO
CASTILLEJO FINDS

Abstract: A paper is devoted to a rare find of a Roman bronze openwork
belt plate with the preserved skin residues found in a mountain sanctuary
Gurzufskoe Sedlo together with the items of the Roman military equipment
principally dated by the Late Republican – Early Principate periods. It’s
finding in a barbarian sanctuary along with the items of Roman Republican
equipment is associated with the participation of Tauri tribes in the military
actions against Rome in the Black Sea region during the first half of a 1st
century BC. It is possible to study the features of the construction and decor
elements of an item due to a good state of its preserve.
Keywords: Roman Republican and Late La Téne equipment, military suite, belt
plate, mountain sanctuary, armour votive offerings, 2nd – 1st centuries BC, Mountain
Taurica, sanctuary Gurzufskoe Sedlo, Tauri population.
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he sanctuary near the pass Gurzufskoe Sedlo was opened in 1981on
the Southwest plain of the Main Ridge of the Crimean Mountains
on Kalfrakh-Kayasi mount, Southern Taurica on the height of
1434 m above the sea level (Fig. 1/1-2).1 The excavations were carried out
by archaeological expedition of Yalta Historical and Literary Museum under
the guidance of N. G. Novichenkova and V. I. Novichenkov in 1981-1993.
Cultural accumulations of an Antique époque were represented by the strata
of the Hellenistic period (the 4th – the 30-ies of the 1st centuries BC) and strata
of the last quarter of the 1st century BC – the 3rd century AD.2 Hellenistic
strata consisted the mass gathering of jaws of large and small cattle. The
strata of the Roman period consisted of high content of ash inclusions and
fragmented burned bones of animals, smelted metal, and glass. The heyday
of the functioning of the sanctuary belongs to the last quarter of 1st century
BC – the first half of the 1st century AD when the new ritual complex with an
arcuate line of sacrificial pits with usage of burning ceremonies in cult practices
was created.3 The soil and climatic features of the highlands determined the
good preservation of metal and glass finds. Due to the lack of looting of the
sanctuary in ancient times, there were revealed a high saturation of votive
offerings at cultural layers of a site. Items associated with Roman Republican
armor were revealed in Hellenistic strata as well as in layers of the Roman
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period. Some of them were presumably re-depozited and / or
re-donated in a later period.
At strata of the Roman period was found the bronze
openworked rectangular belt detail revealed together with
the iron loop spur presumably of the Hellenistic period,4 the
upper part of the Hellenistic cast polychrome rhyto,5 a coreformed alabastron head, the Roman silver button-and-loop
cingulum fastener with the triangular frame, with a terminal
in the form of a flattened rod, and the silver pendant with a
polychrome glass intaglio with the depiction of a horse rider
with an oval shield and spears. The belt detail6 consists of
two rectangular plates joined by four dome-headed rivets
with decorated massive nail-heads in the corners (Fig. 2).
The upper plate has a carved floral ornament presented
by repeating tracery of four petals with miniature nails in
centers. The fragmented leather insert preserved under
the upper plate had the stamped rhomboid ornament. The
interior plate has a point-wave frame ornament on the
edges. In the central part the interior plate has a rectangular
protrusion. The dimensions of a plate: H = 4,3 cm, W =
5,1 cm, the thickness = 0,8 cm, Ø of the nail-heads = 1,0x0,9,
0,9, 0,9, 0,8x0,9 cm. Passport data: ГС-83, ко 1420, sq. 10Л,
dark strata with ash and burned bones, Yalta Historical and
Literary museum, museum number KП 31685, A3 864.
Since the belt plate was found in a layer of a Roman period
together with some Hellenistic items it can be dated only
by the analogies. The bronze rectangular openworked belt
plates jointed with four nail-heads are known by finds from
Roman military camp Castillejo (Numantia); some of them
had also the preserved inserts of the embossed leather with
the identical rhomboid ornament.7 The Castillejo buckle and
one of the belt plates have the same preserved rectangular
protrusions, the buckle has the wave ornament and the nailheads with a similar crossing ornament, the H of the items is
4,1 - 4,2 cm8. The dimensions of one of the entire Castillejo
belt-plate are 4x4,5 cm9. The belt plate from Gurzufskoe Sedlo
can also be dated by its separate elements: the decorated nailheads are of a rare type, of a Celtic origin, known by the finds
from oppidum Manching, South Gaulish Saone-et-Loire,
dated by the context of finds from Gaulish sites by 120-30
BC.10 Decorated hob-nails with the relief line ornament have
the helmets of Western Celtic or Alesia type, known by the
exemplars from BОẺ, Agen,11 Alesia12, Gubiasco, Besançon,
dated by 60-40th of the 1st century BC.13 The belt plate from
Gurzufskoe Sedlo can be dated by analogies by the end of the
2nd – the first half of the 1st centuries BC.
Little is known about the types of military belts in a
uniform of a Roman Republican army. There are also known
the several belt plates from Renieblas camp III, Castillejo,
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Cáceres-el-Viejo sites. Besides the single archaeological finds
of belt parts the information about it presents the images
of lapidary sources depicted on the monument of Aemilius
Paullus, the Altar of Domitius Ahenobarbus.14
At cultural strata of the barbarian sanctuary
Gurzufskoe Sedlo were found the numerous pieces of details
of Roman military equipment of the 2nd century BC – the 3rd
century AD representing the main types of Roman offensive,
defensive armor, cavalry equipment, military suite, objects
of the military cult and insignia and camp life.15 The majority
of items of Roman military equipment date back to the
reign of Augustus and a boundary era.16 The most part of
Roman armor was ritually damaged, cut on pieces. There
are allocated among the finds two the earliest chronological
groups appurtenant to the Roman Republican armor17.
The first group dated by the 2nd– the first half of the
st
1 centuries BC (group 1) is presented by the javelin heads,
the parts of helmets – the Etrusco-Italic Montefortinotype helmets, details of an oval Scutum shield18, a detail
of a military signum19, horse harness buckles. This dating
has the most part of La Tène metal ware, La Tène military
equipment – the offensive weapons, belt-set parts, horse
gear (pendants, phalerae, strap-ends), spurs, close in most
to finds from archaeological sites of Gaul, the bronze cast
parts of Hellenistic kline / lectus, the elements of Hellenistic
armor, the statuettes of deities of the Graeco-Roman
pantheon, the several medical theca vulneraria tubes, more
than a thirty of cast glass vessels. The numismatic group of
this period is presented by Roman Republican coins dated
by the period of the Mithridatic Wars of 89-85, 83-81 and
74-63 BC, including a denarius of military moving mint of
L. Cornelius Sulla and L. Manlius Torquatus of 82 BC20 (Fig.
1/3), the coins of Pontus belong to the reign of Mithridates VI
Eupator21. Most of the bulk of items of the first chronological
group of Roman military equipment from the sanctuary can
be associated with the era of Mithridatic Wars and serve
as an indicator of the military and political activity of the
local population of the Mountain Taurica in events in Pontic
region at the first half of the 1st century BC, its involvement
on the side of Mithridates VI Eupator, King of Pontus in
the Wars. Numismatic sources confirm that the Southern
Taurica during the establishment of the Roman political
influence in Black Sea Coast in this period was in a sphere of
power of the Kingdom of Pontus.
The Roman Republican equipment of the 50th – the 30th
of the 1st century BC – of an era of Julius Caesar dictatorship
and Octavianus rule (group 2) is presented by a cheek-piece
of helmet of the West Celtic type,22 catapult bolts, pyramidal
arrow heads, belt triangular button-and-loop fasteners, Alesia
fibulae23 correlated with the dating of Roman Late Republican
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coins from the sanctuary – of the First Triumvirate of 6055 BC, the Civil War of the 49-45 BC including the six denarii
of Julius Caesar, of the Second Triumvirate. Late Republican
military equipment items from the sanctuary Gurzufskoe Sedlo
have the close features with military equipment complexes of
Gaulish sites, is presented by details of ammunition general
for finds from Gaulish oppida of time of their gaining by Rome
and the basis in these territories of the first Roman camps
including Bibracte, Alesia, Gergovie.
Historically, a Mountain Crimea by an antique
written sources determine to a region Taurica inhabited
by Tauri tribes. Herodotus describes the type of the Tauri
customs, including their tradition of sacrificing: “all shipwrecked men, and any Greeks whom they capture in their searaids, they sacrifice to the Virgin goddess…The Tauri live by
plundering and war..“24. Strabo determined the Tauri, as a
Scythian tribe25. Pliny the Elder wrote about the Scythotauri
who “…occupy the ...ridge“26 – a Main ridge of the Crimean
Mountains where a sanctuary Gurzufskoe Sedlo is situated.
It is known in written sources about the participation of
inhabitants of Mountain Taurica in the Mithridatic Wars as
an allies of the Mithridates VI Eupator “…He [Mithridates
VI] has allies also ready to obey his every command, Scythians,
Taurians, Bastarnae, Thracians, Sarmatians…“27, “…he had for
allies the Chalybes, Armenians, Scythians, Taurians…“28.
Chronological group of Roman Republican armour of
50-30th BC had reflected the political and military activity
of Roman state in the East at this period. There were the
Eastern campaign of Marcus Licinius Crassus of 55-53 BC29,
Roman defeat at Battle of Nicopolis in 48 BC caused the
Caesar War in Pontus ended with the Battle of Zela in 47
BC with Pharnaces II, the King of Pontus and the Bosporan
Kingdom during the reign of Julius Caesar, an unsuccessful
Parthian military campaign of Marcus Antonius in 40-33
BC30. The political and military participation of barbarous
elite in the events of 50th – the last quarter of 1st century BC
took place possibly supporting the Bosporus: the Pharnace
II, later the Asander, whose board was forwarded to conduct
an independent policy from Rome31. The most probable is
observing of Roman Republican military equipment items
from Gurzufskoe Sedlo as a military booty and the naval way
of it penetrating. By archaeological data the mountain Tauri
population stayed in constant opposition to Roman military
forces since the beginning of Roman military and political
influence in Black Sea region in 2nd century BC and took an
active part in military actions against Rome for the next
several centuries.
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Fig. 1. Sanctuary near the pass Gurzufskoe Sedlo.
1. The map (after NOVICHENKOVA 2002, Fig. 4)
2. Excavations of a site in 1983 (after NOVICHENKOVA 2015, Fig. 51).
3. Roman Republican denarius of L. Cornelius Sulla and L. Manlius
Torquatus of 82 BC of a military moving mint (after NOVICHENKOVA/
NOVICHENKOVA 2017, Pl. 1/6).
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Fig. 2. Bronze openwork belt plate with leather insert from a sanctuary near the pass Gurzufskoe Sedlo (after NOVICHENKOVA 2015, Fig. 98/1,
101, 102).
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